GOODBYE CHAINS.
GOODBYE DERAILLEURS.
HELLO INNOVATION.

The world’s most efficient drivetrain

Ambitioned to find the most efficient drivetrain that could

ROLLING FRICTION VS. SLIDING FRICTION The pinion

ever be developed, CeramicSpeed, in partnership with the

drive shaft system eliminates eight points of chain sliding

Mechanical Engineering Department of the University of

friction and replaces it with just two points of higher-

Colorado, set out to achieve a drivetrain that is only 1%

efficiency bearing rolling friction.

away from the 100% efficient drivetrain.

COG DESIGN The initial tooth profile was adapted from

GOAL The objective was to increase the optimal

a linear simulation of rolling pinion bearings. The tooth

drivetrain efficiency to 99%. The optimal drivetrain

profile development focused on the pitch, the profile and

efficiency is currently benchmarked by a conventional

tooth thickness. Through numerous iterations of the cog

Shimano Dura-Ace drivetrain at 97.8% at 380w loading

design energy loss has been improved by more than 50%

and 97.21% efficient at a 250w loading. Currently the

between designs.

most efficient drivetrain available within cycling is a
conventional Shimano Dura-Ace drivetrain upgraded with
a CeramicSpeed bottom bracket, Oversized Pulley Wheel
System and UFO Racing Chain, this upgraded drivetrain
measures at 98.37% at 380w loading and 98.08% at 250w
loading.
DEVELOPMENT Current leading drivetrains are using a
chain-drive system. Chain-drive efficiency is limited by
cross-chaining, eight points of sliding friction as each
chain link engages and disengages when the chain zigzags through the drivetrain and the rotating pulley wheels.

TESTING For conventional drivetrains, the testing has
been performed on a High-Precision Chain Efficiency
Tester and loaded accordingly to simulate a rider output
(below left). The testing machine for Driven has been
created to answer the same test parameters as the HighPrecision Chain Efficiency Tester used for the conventional
drivetrain testing (below right).
RESULTS The test results have been measured up to 100
watts output and extrapolated to 500 watts after a pattern
took shape. In the graph ont the next page, you can see
the difference between Driven, a CeramicSpeed optimised

ROLLER PINION DRIVE SHAFT After a period of ideation

drivetrain and the standard Dura Ace drivetrain. The chain-

and concept designing, the winning idea was a new take

drives have been calculated for real-life application, taking

on the bicycle drivetrain – reconsidering the typical drive

into consideration the cross-chaining effect. Thanks to the

shaft. The development team designed a 21-bearing

lack of chain in the Driven setup, the cross-chaining effect

roller pinion drive shaft system where two bearing pinions

and all sliding friction is eliminated.

provide power transfer from rear to front cog.

Patent Pending

At 250W, Driven creates 32% less friction than the

levels at these racing power outputs and continues

CeramicSpeed upgraded drivetrain, and 49% less friction

leading the efficiency curve well beyond 1000+ watts. This

than the standard Dura-Ace drivetrain. At higher rider

drivetrain is perfect for a wide range of applications, from

output, the CeramicSpeed upgraded drivetrain calculates

time trial bicycles to track, triathlon, e-bikes and even

a 98.5% efficient drivetrain, where Driven results into

commuting bicycles.

99+% efficiency.
Most racers average 200-300 watts power output across
a race. The Driven system maintains its superior efficiency

There are OTHER ADVANTAGES to be taken into
consideration:
• Driven is lighter than a conventional drivetrain as the
chain and derailleurs are eliminated
• There is a high potential for aerodynamic advantages
• Lower friction in general, and the elimination of chain
link stiction and chain sliding friction
• Endless possibilities for gear range options of a 1x gear.
• Different diameter front and rear pinions can be used to
increase or decrease the overall final drive ratios.
• The prototype contains a 13-speed rear cog, yet
additional gears could be easily added

At this stage, Driven is a still a prototype, a revolutionary
one, but a prototype. The patent has been submitted.
It encompasses the potential to challenge the way we
look at the conventional drivetrain efficiency and overall
performance.
FURTHER DEVELOPMENT options for Driven can include, a
double row ball bearings (further increasing the efficiency
levels), a more optimised, possibly asymmetrical tooth
design, material testing (advanced lighter and durable
materials for the rear cog and front ring). The patent
includes the possibility for a powermeter inclusion
inside the shaft and a compact shroud can encapsulate
the entire drivetrain to protect from mud, rain, and
contamination

Patent Pending
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